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Topic 0, A
A 

Which one of the following statements about the Smart Upgrade database is TRUE?
 
A. The database must have ODS version 41. 
B. The database must have the filename SMUPKIT.NSF 
C. The database must contain the relevent Notes R5 information. 
D. The database must exist on at least one server in the domain. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Jessica wants to assign an explicit policy to a user. Which one of the following documents
should be modified to assign the policy to the user?
 
A. The policy document 
B. The user's Person document 
C. The office Location document 
D. The mail server's configuration document 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which one of the following explains why Hans cannot retrieve an HTML file which he
knows is on the Domino server?
 
A. The CGI scripts are not enabled. 
B. The default URL is set to ?Open. 
C. Hans has Depositor access to the Domino server. 
D. The HTML files are not located in the HTML directory listed in the server or Web site
configuration documents. 
 

Answer: D
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Jim's Notes workstation's Smart Upgrade did not work. Which one of the following could be
the cause of Smart Upgrade failing?
 
A. Jim did not access his mail database. 
B. Jim's Personal Address Book has the filename JIM.NSF. 
C. Jim's Location document does not correctly specify his home server. 
D. Jim does not have administrator access to his Windows 2000 workstation. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

When is a policy selected for a particular user?
 
A. During registration 
B. During workstation setup 
C. When the user's certifier ID is created 
D. When the user accesses their mail server 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which one of the following statements about the compact server task is TRUE?
 
A. The compact process re-indexes views. 
B. By default, compact runs every day at 3 P.M. 
C. Compact may be scheduled via a program document. 
D. Compact is listed in the TASKS line on all Notes 6/6.5 workstations. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Amy is setting up session-based name-and-password authentication. Which one of the
following is required for this to work?
 
A. Java 
B. CORBA 
C. Cookies 
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D. JavaScript 
 

Answer: C

 

 

In addition to Notes databases, which one of the following files on a Domino server should
be backed up in order to ensure that new users can be created in case of loss of the
server?
 
A. The CACHE.DSK file 
B. Certifier ID files 
C. The user's DESKTOP.DSK file. 
D. The server's BOOKMARK.NSF file. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Brie left the Create New Replicas field blank in a Server document. Who can create new
replica databases on that server?
 
A. No one 
B. Administrators 
C. LocalDomainServers 
D. Everyone in the domain 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Robert's Windows 2000 Domino server has frozen with no error output on the server's
screen or other indication that anything is wrong. Which one of the following can cause this
problem?
 
A. The server was replicating with another server. 
B. The server's transaction log was being updated. 
C. Robert had forced mail routing to another server. 
D. Microsoft Windows Quick Edit mode was enabled for the server console window. 
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Answer: D

 

 

Which one of the following statements about Domino SSL server security is TRUE?
 
A. SSL must be enabled for all server ports. 
B. SSL can only be enabled for POP3, IMAP and SMTP. 
C. If a server is using SSL, users must access the server using a browser. 
D. You can require SSL connections for all databases on a server or for an individual
database. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Bob left the Create New Databases field empty in a Server document. Who is authorized to
create new databases on the server?
 
A. No one 
B. Administrators only 
C. LocalDomainServers only 
D. Anyone with access to the server 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which one of the following statements about transaction logging is TRUE?
 
A. The transaction log is always named TRANSLG.NSF. 
B. Transaction logging must be enabled on all Domino 6/6.5 servers. 
C. All database changes are written to a transaction log in a batch. 
D. Transaction logging is enabled by default on all Domino 6/6.5 servers. 
 

Answer: C
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Suzanne, a Notes administrator, sets the "Allow Anonymous Notes connections" setting in
the Server document to Yes. Which one of the following levels of access will Bob, a Notes
user, have when he accesses a database with the following settings:
 
 
 -Default- Editor 
 
*/ACME - Reader 
 
Anonymous - Author 
 
OtherDomainServers - NoAccess
 
A. Reader 
B. Author 
C. Default 
D. No Access 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Jeff cross certified the Organizational Unit (OU) /NYC/ACME with his organization's /BOX
Organizational (O) certifier. Which one of the following statements are correct for this
scenario?
 
A. Users or servers with the /NYC/BOX certificate can access /ACME servers. 
B. Users with an ACME ID can access any of Box's servers that have a /NYC/BOX
certificate. 
C. Any user or server ID with the /NYC/ACME certificate can access any server in the
/BOX organization if they have the appropriate cross certificate. 
D. Servers with the /NYC/ACME certificate can access any server in the /BOX organization
if they have the appropriate cross certificate but no /NYC/ACME users can access /BOX
servers. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Josh has cross certified the /BOX organization to his /ACME organization. An administrator
from the Box organization has cross certified the /ACME to the /BOX organization. When a
/BOX server attempts to access a /ACME server, it receives a "You are not authorized to
access this server" error. Which one of the following could be the cause of this error?
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